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ABSTRACT- It is known that the importance of spell checking, which increases with the expanding
of technologies, using the Internet and the local dialects, in addition to non-awareness of linguistic
language. So, this importance increases with the Arabic language, which has many complexities and
specificities that differ from other languages. This paper explains these specificities and presents the
existing works based on techniques categories that are used, as well as explores these techniques.
Besides, it gives directions for future work.
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 اضافة إلى عدم اإللمام، استخدام االنترنت والميجات المحمية، والتي تزداد مع تهسع التقنيات، من المعمهم أىمية التدقيق اإلمالئي- المستخلص
. وبالتالي تزداد أىميتو أكثر مع المغة العربية ندبة ألنيا تحتهي عمى بعض التعقيدات والخصائص التي تميزىا عن المغات االخرى.بقهاعد المغة

 كما تقهم بعرض األعمال المهجهدة في ىذا المجال بناء عمى التقنيات المدتخدمة ومن ثم،ىذه الهرقة تدتعرض بعض خصائص المغة العربية
. عالوة الى ذلك تعطي بعض االتجاىات لألعمال المدتقبمية.شرحيا

specificity of many linguistic phenomenon that
increase the probability of user mistakes such as
multiplicity of local dialects and the nonawareness of Arabic linguistic rules.
An Arabic spell checker behaves exactly the
same as an English one. For example, for the
text "( "الزلدalzalad), the checker detects it as an
erroneous word and suggests a list of close
words such as “الزلط, الزبد, الصلد, الولد, ( ”الزادazzad,
alwalad, assalad, azzabad, azzlad).
In the context of Arabic spell checking, many
approaches and methods have been studied.
Multiple systems with different designs already
exist. Some of them exploit dictionaries while
others use morphological analysis [2]. A lot of
them use also similarity among words [3, 4], and a
few use the context [5] or mix between these
techniques [6, 7].
This paper surveys the existing Arabic spell
checkers with broad coverage of their
advantages and disadvantages and consequently
sheds light on new opportunities in order to
improve these existing works. The remainder of
the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
explains the specificities of the Arabic language
needed in the context of spell checking. Section
3 introduces the classification of errors, explains
the meaning of datasets with their types
alongside used techniques in existing works, and

INTRODUCTION
With the increased usage of computers and
smart devices in the processing of various
languages, comes the need for correcting errors
introduced at different stages. Texts of any
language can be generated from different
sources either by humans as document typing
and emailing software, or by machine such as
optical character recognition (OCR) and
machine translation (MT). These produced texts
may have typing mistakes that need to be spell
checked and corrected. Spell checking
constitutes one of the major areas in the field of
Natural Languages Processing (NLP) and has
been the subject of different research studies
since 1960 [1]. Spell checking mainly consists of
verifying that some typed words are not
accepted in the used language and suggests a list
of close words to the erroneous word.
Accordingly, numerous approaches have been
explored to correct spelling errors in texts using
NLP tools and resources.
Some languages, such as English, developed
advanced detection and spell checking systems.
For the case of Arabic, such systems are doubleneeded with the rapid growth of the Arabic
digital content and users (it is reported that, for
2017, 43.8% of the whole Arabic populations
are Internet users [37]) and because of the
34
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presents our notices on these works. Finally, we
conclude the paper and make propositions about
new ideas for improving the existing works for
future work.
Arabic Language Uniqueness
Nowadays more than 400 million people in the
Middle East and North Africa speak the Arabic
language [38]. Arabic is also used as a religious
language in the Islamic Word. Therefore, it is
learned by various levels of proficiency, as a
venerated, liturgical language[8] by many
Muslims mainly in Asia (e.g., Pakistan,
Malaysia, China) and Africa (e.g., Senegal) [39].
Arabic has its own alphabet, its own lexicon, its
own morphology, and its syntactic rules. The
alphabet is 28 letters and the morphology is very
rich. As a Semitic language, Arabic is derivative
and has a flexible syntax allowing, for example,
both verbal and nominal sentences [9, 11].
However, it is the alphabet and lexicon
specificities of the Arabic language that have a
direct impact of producing errors while typing
and that necessitate the use of spell checking
systems.
The alphabet is written from right to left in a
cursive style. Some letters have specific rules for
writing leading their shapes depending on their
position in the word. For example, the letter “”ك
is written at the beginning and middle of the
word different than the last. The hamza letter is
written with 5 possible shapes depending on its
position in the word as well as the diacritic of
the previous and the next letter. These rules are
not accurately known by all users causing them
to make typing errors.
In addition, some letters have very close
pronunciations
such
as
(“”د,
")"ض.
Consequently, people who are typing on
computers are interchangeably using one letter
instead of the other thinking that is the right way
to spell the corresponding word.
On the other hand, and due to its derivative
aspect, the Arabic lexicon is extremely large
(about 12 million entries). However, Arabic
citizens do not make use of this entire lexicon
and have over the history "squeezed-minimized"
the Arabic language and use a reduced lexicon
that does not exceed almost 20,000 entries.
Nowadays, from region to region Arabic citizens
use their own dialects but with a change in the
pronunciation of some letters. For instance,
Egyptians replace the pronunciation of (”)“ق
with (” )“أwhile Sudanese replace (“ )“قwith
(” )“غand replace (“ )“ذwith (“)“ز. In these cases,
users type the word using the letter with its

dialect-pronunciation instead of the original
letter.
According to the above Arabic language
specificities (alphabet and lexicon), the origins
of typing errors include:
1. Changing of shape according to the position
of letters in the word.
2. Similarity of pronunciation and shape of
some letters (see Figure1).
3. The use of dialects.

Figure1: Arabic Keyboard

Whatever the origins are, to assist Arabic users
during their typing, many Arabic spell-checking
approaches and systems have been developed. In
the next section, we review these works.
Arabic Spell-checking Issues
In this section, we review the most important
works about Arabic spell checking. Firstly, we
introduce the classification of errors. Secondly,
we explain the meaning of datasets used in the
context of spell checking with their different
kinds. Thirdly, we focus on the most used
approaches and techniques which are in turn
divided into five categories, which are: rulebased approach, distance similarity techniques,
techniques exploiting morphological analysis,
techniques relying on phonetics and finally
hybrid ones, which combined more than one of
the existing techniques.
Classification of errors
There are two main types of typing errors; the
first one is isolated-words and the second one is
context-sensitive [12, 13]. The first type detects
that the misspelling words do not exist in the
lexicon. To deal with this type, the researchers
introduced many analyzing and statistical studies.
Based on the user knowledge, the misspelling
errors can be divided into three categories[11]: the
first one is the typographic error; where the user
is familiar with how to write the word but (s)he
makes the typing error. The second category is
the cognitive error; where the user is not familiar
with how to write the words, due to the nonawareness of the Arabic rules. The third
category is the phonetic error that takes place
when there is a replacement of letters, due to the
proximity of the sound. In general, the typing
errors (approximately 80%) occur due to one of
35
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the following reasons [14]: letter insertion, letter
deletion, letter substitution and transposition of
two adjacent letters.
The second type is context-sensitive and is also
called real-words error. In this type, the written
word is correct but its position is incorrect and
leads to a wrong meaning [5, 15, 16]. Few Arabic
spell-checking researchers addressed real-word
errors. Among these works, the researchers of [5]
proposed a spell checker with a large corpus
collected from three topics (sport, health, and
economics), as well as 28 confusion sets, that
were collected from commonly confused words.
Later on, the authors of [16] proposed a system
that deals with context errors by applying ngram and machine learning instead of predefined
confusion sets approach. Furthermore, contextsensitive also can be used with the first type at
the correction stage to get the proper suggestions
for a non-word based on its position in the
sentence such as the work of [17].
Datasets
The datasets, which are word lists, are an
indispensable component of any spell checker.
They mostly contain correct words and are used
as a reference in order to detect wrong words at
the detection phase. On the other hand, the
correction phase uses them to candidate the
suggestion words. Hence, when the dataset is
large, the result is better. The dataset has many
faces of using. It can be used as a dictionary
(lexicon of language) such as “Alwassit Arabic
Dictionary”.
Also, the dataset can be used as a corpus
containing a set of words in a particular field to
support a specific checker. For instance, authors
of [5] made a large corpus composed of
(41,170,678) words collected from Al-Riyadh
newspaper articles about health, economics and
sports. A standard corpus can also be used such
as QALB corpus (Qatar Arabic Language Bank)
which is a large manually corrected corpus of
errors collected from native and non-native
speaker articles and machine-translation output
[18]
.
Arabic Spell-checking Techniques
The Arabic Spell checking Techniques are
divided to five categories of techniques as
shown below:
Rule-Based Techniques
Rule-based is a set of rules containing a lot of
instructions to perform a particular task. Its
results are often taken as suggested words [12]. It
is a very useful way to do something and arrange
works. In spell checking, the rule-based

approach is considerably used to handle
common spelling and typographic errors. For
example, authors of [19] proposed a system that
has a mechanism for automatic correction of
common errors in Arabic based on rules such as
the dealing of hamza errors since there is a
confusion between the dah “”دand zah “”ذ, taa
marbuta “ ”ةand yaa “”ي. The mentioned errors
are treated by applying regular expressions and
word replacement list. Moreover, the works of [7,
20, 21]
captured also various kinds of common
errors. It is also noted that the use of rule-based
techniques gives more satisfactory corrections.
In addition, the rule-based approach can also be
used to rank the candidate words by aggregating
the probabilities of applied rules [12]. The work
of [22] applied A* lattice search and n-gram
probability estimation for this purpose. As well,
other rule-based approaches were used to deal
with common errors. Besides, the authors of [23]
used knowledge-based rules to get scores to the
suggested words, then choose the best word
regardless of the context. In general, the use of
rule-based approaches makes it possible to
develop spell checkers with good characteristics.
Similarity Distance Techniques
Similarity techniques are used to suggest close
right words for erroneous words. There are
multiple similarity techniques such as edit
distance (Levenshtein distance), Jaro-winkler
distance, Jaccard distance, TF-IDF, radix search
tree, and n-gram distances. Most spell-checking
studies mainly use the Levenshtein distance
either by developing or integrating it with other
distances in order to get an appropriate result. In
the next paragraphs, we present some similarity
techniques used in Arabic spell checking.
The first one is the Levenshtein distance, also
called edit distance [40], considered as a simple
technique. It is defined as the minimal number
of editing operations (insertion, deletions, and
substitutions) required to change the non-word
to the right words existing in the dataset. See
Algorithm 1. Levenshtein distance is suitable for
correcting errors resulting from keyboard input
but not for correcting phonetic errors [1].
As well, a spell checker using this distance alone
has a limitation in the order of suggested words
that have the same edit distance. Some works
addressed this issue such as authors of [1] who
introduced a new measurement of Levenshtein
distance using the matrices frequency of the
editing errors (insertion, deletion, and
permutation). These matrices were created from
a set of Arabic documents typed by four
36
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experienced users. Moreover, authors of [17]
added a weighting into the Levenshtein distance

based on the n-gram language models.

Algorithm 1: Dynamic programming algorithm for computing the edit distance
strings s1 and s2, Edit Distance (s1,s2)
1. int m[i, j] = 0
2. for i  1 to |s1|
3. do m[i, 0] = i
4. for j  1 to |s2|
5. do m[0, j] = j
6. for i  1 to |s1|
7. do for j  1 to |s2|
8. do m[i, j] = min { m[i - 1, j - 1] + if (s1[i] = s2 [j]) then 0 else 1fi,
9.
m[i - 1, j] + 1,
10. m[i, j - 1] +1}
11. return m[|s1|,|s2|]

[43]

between

trigram). The spell checker of [4] is based on bigram scores and uses a matrix approach (eleven
matrices are built for the longest Arabic word
that has 12 letters). Although the test results of
this spell checker were good, it requires a large
memory capacity to deal with the huge data.
Also, the authors of [27] proposed a speech
recognition system that corrects the erroneous
words (specifically clear Arabic language and
Iraqi dialect) using n-gram. On the other hand,
this technique can be used as a language model
(n-word subsequences of n-adjacent words in a
document). This use is beneficial in spell
checking either to detect a real-word error as the
work of [5] or to arrange appropriate suggestion
words as the works of [17, 28].
Morphology Techniques
Morphological analyzing is also used to improve
the spell checking. In general, morphology
studies the generation and analysis of words
with their roots and stems alongside affixation.
Using morphology helps in having quicker and
more intelligent spell checkers such as [29]. Also,
the authors of [30] introduced a lightweight
system that uses derived words by surface
pattern. Furthermore, the works of [23, 28, 31, 32]
used a finite-state morphological transducer in
their spell checker.
Techniques relying on phonetics
The spell checking needs to include the phonetic
errors resulting from proximity and changing of
some sound letters due to the expanding Internet,
spread local dialects and moving people from
countries to others. A few Arabic works that
deal with this kind were found. Among them,
the work of [33] captured the error mistakes for
Egyptian dialects and the work of [5] considered
the dictionary of Iraqi. Although they all used
phonetic confusion matrices (dataset), they limit
it on the mentioned dialects. On the other hand,

However, these proposed measures require huge
corpus containing the largest number of words to
give satisfactory suggestions. As well, the
similarity and proximity between Arabic
characters was considered in the work of [24].
Although it deals with the permutation errors, it
also needs to be added later in order to deal with
insertion and deletion errors.
The second one is the Jaro-Winkler distance
considered as a development of the Jaro distance.
It gives a better measurement between two
strings because it accounts the similarity
characters and the transposition letters in the two
compared strings. It also uses a prefix scale that
gives more favorable ratings to strings that
match from the beginning for a set prefix length
[41]
. Furthermore, the output value of this
algorithm is a real number belonging to the
interval (0,1). Therefore, whenever the output
tends to 1, this means there is a high similarity
between the two compared strings. This distance
is specifically used in the field of record linkage
[25]
. In Arabic spell checking, this distance is
used only in the work of [3] combining it with the
Levenshtein one to output a better order for
candidate suggestions.
On the other hand, the radix-search tree is one of
the search techniques where each letter of a
word is represented by a node, in addition to
labeling the last letter of any word to indicate the
end of it. This method reduces the time of
searching but needs more memory in order to
represent a large dataset. The authors of [26]
applied the radix-search tree approach to detect
misspelling words in the detection phase without
explaining what was used at the correction phase.
Finally, the n-gram technique is also used in
spell checking. N-gram means n-letter
subsequences of n-adjacent letters in a word (n =
1 refers to unigram, 2 to bigram, and 3 to
37
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the works of [34, 35] help the non-native learners
to learn unfamiliar words and correct their
mistakes, although these works are more
educational programs and correct common
errors made by non-native, they do not detect
and correct the entire text (sentences). However,
Arabic spell checking requires a lot of studies to
handle the phonetic errors by applying the
Soundex algorithm [42] which is designed
specifically to deal with this type of error or
apply other techniques.
Hybrid Techniques
Whenever the objectives of a spell checker
increase, the used techniques to design this
checker will increase to meet these objectives. It
is known that each technique deals with certain
errors and it has limitations with others. Thus,
combining approaches are helpful to overcome
the deficiencies of each one of them taken alone.
A spell checker may combine two similarity
distances to take out a new measurement to be
more suitable in particular cases, such as [1, 3], or
it may hybrid with the rule-based approaches,
such as [35]. Furthermore, the author of [36]
proposed a hybrid system based on the
confusion matrix extracted from QALP corpus
and the noisy channel spelling correction model.
It initially treats the missing space errors
depending on a set of predefined common
prefixes (rule-based), then the word with space
is added to the suggestion’s list. Otherwise, it
applies character-based operations (with
similarity techniques) to generate candidate
words. Moreover, the work of [31] proposed a
system based on a hybrid pipelines that
combines rule-based linguistic techniques with
statistical methods using language model and
machine translation, in addition to an errortolerant finite-state automata method. Generally,
a hybrid approach is used to strengthen the
outputs and achieve the goals more flexibly and
fastly.
The summary in Table 1 and Table 2 present
main studies of Arabic spell checking with their
dataset and used techniques. According to the
tables, most works focus on the isolated-word
error more than context-sensitive error.
Therefore, the last one needs more studies. On
the other hand, most works combined techniques
to overcome the limitations of the use of one
method (algorithm) to provide better results.

the existing works according to the used
approaches and techniques. The analysis of the
existing systems showed that some of them use
one particular technique, while others combine
many of them. It is also noted that most spellchecking works mainly use the Levenshtein
distance either by developing or integrating it
with other distances.
On the other hand, our survey showed that even
if every particular existing system has
advantages and overcomes specific spelling
problems to deal with certain types of errors, all
systems still have shortcomings in other aspects.
Therefore, there is still space to improve these
systems and contribute in the development of
enhanced Arabic spell checkers.
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TABLE1: ISOLATED-WORD STUDIES OF ARABIC SPELL CHECKING
Work
Used dataset
Used techniques
Alshahad, 2018 [27]
similarity techniques
Morphology and
Nejja and Yousfi , 2018 [29]
Sub-dictionaries
similarity techniques
Hicham Gueddah et al., 2016 [3] Learning corpus
Similarity techniques
Arabic Gigaword Corpus, and news articles
[28]
Mohammed Attia et al., 2012
Hybrid techniques
crawled from the Al-Jazeera website.
Noaman et al., 2016 [36]
QALP corpus, and confusion matrix
Hybrid techniques
Nejja Mohammeda and Yousfi
A corpus (containing 10000 word) constituted of
Morphology and
Abdellah, 2016 [30]
surface patterns and roots characterized
similarity techniques
A dictionary of 9.3 million fully inflected Arabic
Similarity, and RuleMohammed Attia et al., 2012 [28]
words
based techniques
Bouamor et al., 2015 [31]
QALB corpus, AraComLex, and MADAMIRA
Hybrid techniques
QALB corpus, Conditional Random Field (CRF),
Mohammed Attia et al., 2015 [21]
MADAMIRA morphological, and AraComLex
Rule-based techniques
Extended
QALB corpus, KSU corpus, Arabic Corpora
Rule-based, and
AlShenaifi et al., 2015 [20]
(OSAC),Al-Sulaiti Corpus, KACST Arabic
similarity techniques
Corpus, and MADAMIRA
Arabic Gigaword Corpus, and a corpus crawled
[21]
Mohammed Attia et al., 2015
Rule-based techniques
from Al-Jazeera
Aouragh Si Lhoussain et al., 2015
Similarity techniques
[17]
Youssef Hassan et al., 2014 [7]

QALB corpus,AraComLex2,MADAMIRA3, and
Confusion matrix.

Al-Tarawneh et al., 2014 [26]
Zerrouki et al., 2014 [19]

Muaidi Corpus
QALB-2014 corpus and replacement list
Set of Arabic documents typed by four expert
users.

Gueddah Hicham et al., 2013 [1]
Hicham Gueddah and Abdallah
Yousfi, 2013 [24]

Typing test of a training corpus
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Rule-based,
morphology, and
similarity techniques
Similarity techniques
Rule-based techniques
Similarity techniques
Similarity techniques
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Work
Muaidi & Al-Tarawneh, 2012 [4]
Mohamed Alkanhalet al., 2012
[22]

Khaled Shaalan et al., 2012 [

Used dataset
Muaidi Corpus
A standard Arabic text corpus and test data (cover
all types of spelling errors)

23]

Mohammed Attia et al., 2011 [32]

AraComLex, and a corpus of 1,089,111,204 words

Wayland et al., 2010 [34]

Arabic electronic dictionaries and confusion
matrices

Used techniques
Similarity techniques
Rule-based techniques
Hybrid techniques
Morphology
techniques
Similarity techniques
Rule-based, and
similarity technique
Rule-based techniques

Khaled Shaalan et al., 2010 [35]
Khaled Shaalan et al., 2003 [33]

TABLE 2: CONTEXT-SENSITIVE STUDIES OF ARABIC SPELL CHECKING
Work
Used dataset
Used techniques
Morphology and
[16]
Azmi et al., 2019
KSU, ANC-KACST, and JM corpus.
similarity techniques
Corpus from Al-Riyadh newspaper articles on
Similarity, and relying
Majed Al-Jefri and Sabri
three topics, in addition confusion sets (OCR)
on phonetics
[5]
Mahmoud, 2015
misrecognized words
techniques
Arabic Gigaword Corpus, and a corpus crawled
[21]
Mohammed Attia et al., 2015
Rule-based techniques
from Al-Jazeera
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